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Foreword
The programme to build two new aircraft carriers – HMS Queen Elizabeth and
Prince of Wales – as well as the vital Type 26 frigate programme, has shown
that the United Kingdom has a shipbuilding industry with the skills, knowledge,
and capability to design and build warships of the most complex type. But if
the new Fleet Solid Support ships are not built in Britain, the advances made
over the past decade will die out: skills will be lost, knowledge will fade, and
Britain will go back to the position in the late 1990s where the UK shipbuilding
industry was dying.

Ian Waddell –
CSEU General Secretary

There are two choices for the government: the first is to allow and accept decline; the second is to
grasp the opportunity that the FSS ships give to bring new work, new jobs, and new prosperity
to the country, while bringing a new, exciting capability to the Royal Navy.
Team Provider - a campaign by the CSEU and an alliance of representatives of the UK’s major trade
unions Unite, GMB, Prospect and Community - believe that the case for the FSS ships to be built in
Britain is overwhelming and is a win-win for everyone. Jobs and skills can be created; communities
can become thriving parts of this country’s maritime present and future; money spent on UK-built
FSS ships can return to the country in taxes; and the Royal Navy gets ships that ensure that the
amazing Queen Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers can operate at the highest level for the next 50 years.
This report, prepared for us by Francis Tusa of Defence Analysis, demonstrates that there are no good
reasons for subjecting the design and build of FSS to international competition and many good
reasons to support building the ships here in the UK.
Team Provider: supporting the Royal Navy; supporting the United Kingdom

Executive Summary
1. The Fleet Solid Support Ships (FSS) will be 40-45,000 tonnes each. They will each be one-off,
complex and specialist vessels in a funded £1-1.5bn programme.
2. There are strong reasons why the FSS ships should be seen as warships. They could thus be
excluded from competition under EU rules. No other country, including EU nations, competes
vessels of this size or complexity.
3. If the Government persists with a competition, it should be recognised that there is no level
playing field for UK yards to compete in. Many foreign yards are either state owned, or receive
significant direct or indirect subsidy; some have been bailed out by their governments. UK yards
do not benefit in this way and are therefore at an unfair disadvantage. This should be recognised
in any competition.
4. No-one in the potential competition has the experience of building large, complex military vessels
in the way that the UK has through the Aircraft Carrier Alliance (ACA). To place the contract with
an inexperienced yard would bake in risk. The UK has a fully functioning yard big enough to
build these ships at Rosyth, but the site is running out of work. FSS could smooth the workload
and maintain an important facility.
5. Building FSS in the UK would contribute to the nation’s prosperity. There would be a direct tax
and National Insurance return to the Treasury worth up to £415m - 20% of the contract cost.
6. Data from other countries indicates that naval shipbuilding has a multiplier effect of 1.35, so for
every £1 spent, £1.35 is generated in long-term benefits. On a £1bn programme cost, the UK
would benefit to the tune of £1.35bn. Building the ships overseas would simply hand this benefit
to someone else.
7. Building FSS in the UK could help support other industries, especially the steel industry if the use
of UK steel was built in to the contract as other nations do.
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Introduction
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) has announced its intention to
commission the build of three Fleet Solid Support ships (FSS).
The ships will support the Carrier Strike capability, one of the
nation’s two strategic capabilities, by supplying vital supplies such
as ammunition, spare parts, and engines for the F-35B Lightning
II aircraft.
The expected in-service dates are from 2026-28, but we believe
there are strong industrial reasons for pulling these dates forward.
The three FSS vessels are expected to be 40-45,000 tonnes each
and the programme, which is funded, will be circa £1-1.5bn.
Each of the three FSS vessels has specific tasks that will require
differences in their design and build. All three are complex ships
and each should be seen as a one-off vessel.
The National Shipbuilding Strategy (NSBS) makes it clear that
the MoD does not regard these vessels in the same sense as its
frigates and destroyers and intends to open the design and build
of these specialist ships up to international competition, whilst
only “encouraging” UK bids.
This report shows there is no reason why the Government should
not change that approach and opt to build the ships in the UK,
as is the case with all other EU Governments.
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The Fleet Solid Support Ships: Warships ALL
The notion that ships operated by the Royal Fleet Auxiliary are not warships is a myth that has been
gradually destroyed over the past decades: they are warships.
“Guto Bebb: The programme to deliver the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Fleet Solid Support ships is in
the Assessment Phase. We expect that the ships will be provided with a limited range of weapons
and sensors for self-protection, most likely to include small arms, and close-range guns such as
Phalanx. The exact equipment provision has not yet been finalised but will remain consistent with
the defensive measures provided to RFA vessels.”
Written Answer, 27 April 2018

The Phalanx is a 20mm Gatling gun designed to shoot down fast anti-ship missiles, aircraft, and fast
attack craft – it is only fitted to high-value ships that are vital to naval operations.
The Wave-class oilers/tankers are also fitted with up to:
• 2 x DS30B 30mm cannon
• 2-4 x Mk44 7.62mm miniguns
• Multiple 7.62mm machine guns
• 1 Merlin anti-submarine (armed) helicopter, or up to 2 (armed) Lynx Wildcat ASW/Anti-Surface
Warfare helicopters
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Wave-class Fast Fleet
Oilers are equipped, as
standard, with 30mm
cannons and 20mm
Phalanx Close-In
Weapons Systems.
Source:
Royal Navy website

RFA vessels on operations are frequently equipped with (armed) Royal Marine boarding parties for
counter-drug smuggling and counter-piracy operations. A common piece of equipment is armed
Lynx helicopters:

Source: RN website

An armed helicopter, with armed Royal Marines’ specialist troops on-board is not a commercial,
civilian ship.
“OPERATION KIPION: Units of the Royal Navy and Royal Fleet Auxiliary have been on patrol in the
Gulf since October 1980, after the Iran/Iraq conflict of that year, and more recently operations have
extended further south with the increase in piracy off the Somalia coast. Having warships present in
the region is one of the main tools the UK has to show our commitment to this part of the world.”
Royal Navy website, page for RFA Fort Rosalie
The RFA’s most recent additions, the Tide-class tankers, also follow the path of being military warships:
“RFA Tidespring, the first of four new MARS (Military Afloat Reach and Sustainability) tankers is
currently fitting out at the Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering yard at Okpo in South
Korea. The tanker is expected in Falmouth next spring when she will start military customisation.
“The vital customisation work being carried out on the Tide-class tankers will enhance these vessels
with state of the art equipment, including communications systems, ballistic protection and
upgrading to allow a quick fit of self-defensive weapons.
“The expertise of management and skill of the workforce at A&P Falmouth paid off when the
Chancellor George Osborne announced that the A&P Group had won a major £15m contract to
install high-end military capabilities in the four new tankers so that they are ready for operations
by the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.”
Falmouth Packet, 12 October 2015
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It is obvious from Royal Navy websites, as well as news releases, that Royal Fleet Auxiliaries are not
civilian ships, but are an integral part of the order of battle of the RN – armed, capable, warships.
The official Government line is that:
“The National Shipbuilding Strategy makes clear that all non-warships, which includes the Fleet
Solid Support vessels, will be subject to international competition.”
It is impossible to state that the Fleet Support Ships are “non-warships”. As such, there is no reason
why the Fleet Support Ship programme has to be put out to international competition.
Arming auxiliary ships supporting highly-capable warships is not uncommon, as can be seen from
countries similar to the UK:
Royal Canadian Navy MS Asterix:

3 x Phalanx CIWS

RCNS Joint Support Ship:

20mm Phalanx CIWS,
cannon/MGs

US Sealift Command Ships:

20mm Phalanx CIWS,
MGs, Armed helicopters

German Type 702 Berlin:

4 x 27mm auto-cannon,
Stinger SAMs

RNLN Karel Doorman Joint Support Ship:

2 x Goalkeeper CIWS,
2 x 30mm cannon, MGs

Arming afloat support ships is common – a given. But UK and USA are the only nations where
parts of their afloat support are manned – notionally, but not completely - by “civilians”.
Conclusion:
It is impossible to state that the Fleet Solid Support ships are “non-warships”. As such, there is no
reason why the Fleet Solid Support ship programme has to be put out to international competition.

A Level Playing Field?
If there was a level playing field for projects such as Fleet Support Ships, that might be fair: but there isn’t.
“Competitions” For Auxiliary Vessels That Went To The Domestic Supplier
France

Brave-class tanker/support ships

Germany

Berlin-class support ships

Italy

Vulcano-class tanker/support ships

Spain

Cantabria-class oiler/support ships

USA

T-AKE-class cargo/support ships

Note that the four major European support ship requirements – similar to FSS – weren’t competed,
or were “competed” in such a way as there were no chances for an external bidder.
The Government states that it is because of EU rules that it has to have an international competition
for FSS: this doesn’t seem to have been the case in France, Italy, Germany, or Spain.
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There were requirements that were competed:
Australia

Based on Cantabria-class – major sourcing of steel and sub-systems from Australia

Canada

Based on Berlin-class – but constructed in Canada

Netherlands

Karel Doorman-class – hull, empty, but in Romania, fitting out and major systems all
fitted in the Netherlands

But all of these requirements saw major/overwhelming construction of the auxiliaries in the country
destined to receive the ships.
Conclusion:
No-one treats “auxiliary ships” as a commercial commodity, to be bought wherever – they are
important, vital ships, both for military and industrial reasons..

Government Support
Fincantieri
Shareholding: >70% Fintecna S.p.A, the Italian government-owned investment agency
Naval Group
Shareholding: 62.25% owned by the French government – 6 members of the Board of Management
appointed by the Government.
Navantia
Shareholding: 100% owned by the Spanish state.
DSME
Support:
“On 23 March, DSME's main lenders, Korea Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank of Korea
(Korea Eximbank), launched a second rescue package worth KRW6.7 trillion (USD6.02 billion)..”
IHS Markit 22 September 2017
The Korea Development Bank and Export-Import Bank of Korea are government-owned banks.
German Yards
Support: Targeted R&D; funds for redeveloping yards; funds for upgrading yards; regional
development funding; State aid to ship-building.
US Yards
Support: US ships are built in US yards – there are no exceptions. As a result, there is no ceiling
to costs and support.
Other competitors have faced bankruptcy and have been bailed out by their governments or state
agents, an indirect form of subsidy.
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Failing Yards
Hyundai Heavy Industries
“The uptick in business comes at a crucial time. Daewoo narrowly avoided bankruptcy last month
after its biggest bondholder, the country’s National Pension Service, agreed to a debt restructuring
plan, paving the way for a $2.6bn bailout.”
Financial Times, 10 May 2017
The South Korean National Pension Service is a public-owned fund, the third largest fund in the
World, and an investor in Korean companies.
TKMS
“Already suffering from allegations of bribery and cost overruns on several naval orders,
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems has now been barred from bidding to build Germany's next
generation of battleships.
The letter said the government did not trust ThyssenKrupp and its partner, Lürrsen shipyards, to
build the new Multi-role Combat Ship 180 (MKS 180 for short), which is designed to operate
anywhere in the world, including in polar seas.”
Handelsblatt, March 2, 2018
The majority of yards that might bid for FSS are either state-owned, and thus subsidised, or have
been rescued by their governments at least once over the past decade. None of this is true for any
of the UK yards that could form part of Team Provider. A level playing field is needed for the Fleet
Support Ship programme.
Shipyards that are state owned or have been bailed out should be treated differently in the
assessment process as they employ market distorting measures.

FSS: Experience
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This chart shows the size of major warship/auxiliary built by major warship yards over the past
two decades.
Few yards, apart from the UK’s Aircraft Carrier Alliance have built warships/auxiliaries as large as
FSS is meant to be.
NASSCO is a US yard, and is closely protected to enable it to build US warships; Naval Group’s
experience for large warships/auxiliaries goes back to the Charles de Gaulle aircraft carrier,
completed in the late-1990s.
Asian yards might build commercial ships as large as 300,000-tonnes – but they are not complex ships
such as FSS has to be.
Conclusion: There are no existing yards outside the UK that have the recent experience to build
warships/complex auxiliaries as large and as complex as FSS. In most cases, overseas yards finished
their last complex warship/auxiliary a decade before FSS is to be delivered.
Awarding the FSS contract to an inexperienced shipyard would bake in risk. The safer option would
be to opt for the proven track record of the Aircraft Carrier Alliance and build in the UK.

Fleet Support Ships:
The Rosyth Equation
• The Rosyth dockyard is the only current dry dock in the UK that will take the Queen
Elizabeth-class aircraft carriers.
• On the completion of HMS Prince of Wales in 2019, there is no significant naval work for Rosyth.
The yard will rapidly draw down, and no longer have capabilities by 2021 at the latest.
• HMS Queen Elizabeth will need refit around 2030 – either Rosyth will have to be “artificially”
kept open, or the carrier will have to be maintained overseas, or a new dry dock will have to
be constructed.
• Or FSS work can be used to keep Rosyth operational from 2020-2030.
The case to alter the funding lines to allow Rosyth to be available for the Queen Elizabeth-class
carrier mid-life overhauls is strong. But this requires planning – now.
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Current RN Shipbuilding Plan 2020-40

Team Provider Option For RN/RFA Shipbuilding
2020-40: Bridging The 2020’s Skills Gap

FSS and Prosperity
As part of the NSBS the Government announced it would seek to improve prosperity in the UK
through the shipbuilding programme. With a contract value of £1bn+ - the same as the budget for
the Type 31e frigate project - there is a major opportunity to create prosperity in the UK if the ships
are built here. Whilst the UK is yet to develop tools to measure the impact shipbuilding and defence
in general can have on prosperity, there is evidence from previous programmes and the experience
of other countries that can help inform the debate.
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FSS: The Prosperity Agenda I

• Carrier blocks built at five different UK yards.
• Carrier

=

65,000t

• FSS

=

40-45,000t*

• Very similar construction proposition to Carrier
• Option to involve more yards in FSS build?
*In any other country, FSS’s size would be called an Aircraft Carrier

FSS: The Prosperity Agenda II
Building FSS in the UK is a complete win-win proposition: more jobs created, more apprentices taken
on, more skills enhanced, more taxes paid, by both individuals and companies.
FSS provides more work, jobs, and thus taxes, than the Type 31e.
• Data from UK, France, Spain, Australia and Canada says that 15-20% of a warship’s cost is
labour/yard costs. Support ship costs higher still – less electronics.
• Plan for Type 31e is to split into 4-6+ blocks which can be assembled around the UK.
• Target cost for Type 31e is £250mn
==>
==>

Build cost
Split into 4-5 blocks

=

£50mn maximum

=

£10-12mn per block per Yard

• Target cost for FSS is c.£3-400mn, 25-30% of which is labour/yard costs
==>

Build cost

=

£150mn maximum

==>

Split into 4-5 blocks

=

£30-35mn per block per yard

FSS build proposition provides more work, more value, more employment to block-build yards
than Type 31e
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FSS: The Prosperity Agenda III
FSS will put revenues back into the Exchequer, in effect subsidising the programme.
• Labour costs from 5+ western nations’ data for warships amount to 15-30%
(warships lower, auxiliaries higher).
• UK FSS target unit price cost £350-500mn per ship
=>

Labour cost for a UK-built FSS

=

£55-150mn

=>

Programme labour cost for UK-built FSS

=

£175-450mn

• Assume wage bands of £25,000, £30,000, and £35,000 for UK FSS workers, and the tax/NI
that these attract

• Combined Employee Tax & National Insurance Rate

• Assume that the profit on a £1bn programme is capped at 6% by the SSRO:
==>
==>

6.5% of £1bn
Corporation Tax @ 20%

=

£65mn

=

£15mn

Summary
• Employee tax take

£50-145mn

• Employer’s tax take

£16-50mn

• Corporation tax

£15-20mn

Total

£80-215mn

The higher end tax take calculations suggest that HM Treasury could receive back in direct taxes
up to 20% of the total FSS cost – as opposed to nothing if the ships are bought overseas.
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Economic Benefits
• Data from the French Institut des Hautes Études de Défense National (Higher Institute for
National Defence Studies) assessed the return on investment of €1 from a range of different
defence programme types:

• This study would suggest that a UK-built FSS could return up to £350mn back to the UK
economy. But even “only” a return of £150mn would be 15% of FSS programme cost.
Conclusion: Building FSS in the UK would immediately generate returns to the Treasury through tax
and National Insurance payments. However, the long-term benefits of spending £1bn in UK yards
would be worth £1.35bn to the UK economy, based on the French calculations.
There would also be an opportunity to support other industries, such as the UK steel industry if UK
steel was specified, creating other spin-off and multiplier effects. Three ships of 45,000 tonnes each
could be a significant order for UK steel manufacturers.
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Summary
Team Provider offers:
• A clear plan to build cost-effective, capable FSS ships.
• A vision to maximise MoD/UK investment in key naval construction facilities.
• A way to continue the industrial build-up that was started with the Queen Elizabeth-class
aircraft carriers.
• A plan to ensure that there is work on FSS and future auxiliaries that can be used to spread
prosperity throughout the UK.
• A plan to give industry the future clarity to allow them to make the best investments.

Team Provider: Supporting the Royal Navy; Supporting the United Kingdom

CSEU
128 Theobalds Road
London WC1X 8TN
Tel: 020 7611 2516
Email: ianwaddell@cseu.org.uk
Twitter: @ianwaddell_CSEU
Francis Tusa – Defence Analysis
Email: ftusa@defenceanalysis.com
Twitter: FTusa284
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